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Employee turnover in contact centres are still

one of the highest of any industry. Employers can

improve this by offering technology support for

employees working from home, providing rosters

in advance to allow employees more work-life

balance, and offering thorough training and

onboarding to help employees feel supported. 

Candidates, on the other hand, may feel like they

have the power in the current market, but they

need to make sure they are putting their best

foot forward when applying for contact centre

opportunities. Suggestions for strong

applications include keeping your tenure as

strong as possible, and highlighting proactivity,

reliability, patience, and resilience. If you have

these skills and are willing to apply them in the

contact centre industry, then opportunities are

endless. A contact centres is a fantastic place to

build your career from, with great candidates

moving up throughout businesses frequently. 

Overall, the contact centre is often the first

opportunity for businesses to make a good

impression on customers and should be treated

as such. If employers are focused on attracting

top talent and nurturing that talent with support,

training, and development, then businesses will

see success grow. 

The contact centre industry has typically been a

rigid, in-the-office environment with little to no

flexibility due to shift work. In walks Covid-19

and turned everything on its head. Businesses

have had to reevaluate their policies and

embrace working from home for all employees,

even contact centre operatives. 

Two years on from the appearance of Covid-19 in

New Zealand, and this has had a flow-on effect

on what contact centre candidates can negotiate

in terms of benefits and flexibility. Candidates

looking at contact centre opportunities can now

consider working from home or remotely as an

option. The ability to incorporate remote working

benefits both candidates and businesses,

allowing candidates from all over the country to

apply for roles they may have only had access to

if they previously lived in main centres, and

widening talent pools for employers to include

out of town candidates. 

With Covid-19 still active throughout the country,

candidates are less likely to leave permanent

employment for temporary or contract work, due

to the unpredictable environment. To attract top

talent, employers need to make sure they are

actively advertising their benefits and showing

candidates why they should apply to work with

them. This could be anything from having a

dedicated training regime, to telling the story of

an employee who started in the contact centre

and is now a team leader. Sell the candidate on

why they should work with you. 

Covid-19 has affected what

contact centre candidates 

can negotiate in terms 

of benefits and flexibility.
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SPOTLIGHT ON

Contact centre candidates in particular have

seen job ad growth of 54%, and an overall

low candidate availability comparing year on

year. The salary growth in this area has also

been minimal, sitting at 5.6% quarter on

quarter. Our advice to employers hiring in call

centre is to stand out from the crowd by

offering a higher salary. 
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Vacancy Trends

JOB AD GROWTH

(COMPARING NOV '21-JAN '22 VS
NOV '20-JAN '21)

When we look at the number of ads in the Call

Centre/Customer Service classification

advertised on Seek vs the total number of jobs

advertised on Seek (below left), we see that

these jobs have followed very similar trends.

What is surprising is the growth of jobs

advertised overall. Prior to Covid, a “base”

week of jobs advertised on Seek was in the

vicinity of 20-22K jobs. 

When Covid first hit, this dropped to under

10K jobs per week, however, since mid-2021,

we have regularly seen total jobs advertised

on Seek exceed 30K. 

What is even more surprising is that in Jan

’22, when advertising would normally take a

seasonal drop off, the total jobs advertised

exceeded 34K, with contact centre jobs

reflecting the same record levels.

Seek Jobs
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WHERE IS THE
DEMAND?

Job Growth

SALARY GROWTH
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UP 54.7% 
(COMPARING NOV '21-

JAN '22 VS NOV '20-
JAN '21)

UP 5.6%
(COMPARING NOV '21-

JAN '22 VS NOV '20-
JAN '21)

LOW TYPICAL HIGH

CANDIDATE AVAILABILITY
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IN DEMAND SKILLS

When we surveyed the market in the 2019

Contact Centre Benchmarking Report, the

majority of respondents stated that full-time

agents typically stayed with their organisation

for between two and three years.

Looking at the LinkedIn data, we see that the

this may have dropped to a median tenure of

1.5 years.

TENURE TRENDS

By analysing LinkedIn Talent Insights data,

we can see the trends in both the most

common skills and fastest-growing skills in

the customer service/contact centre industry.

 

Customer satisfaction, customer experience

and data entry are the skills most common in

professionals in the contact centre/customer

service industry, which is no surprise. These

are the top skills needed to succeed in a role

in the customer service space. 

What is interesting, is the growth of skills

such as operations and finance as shown by

the fastest-growing skills graph on the right.

Employees are understanding that to be

successful in customer service, they need to

also be able to define workflows, write and

improve customer service processes,

understand financial data, and be able to

measure and improve overall customer

experiences, all of which are supported with

operations and finance skillsets. 
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2 CITIES

Level 8, Aon Centre, 29 Customs Street West, Auckland CBD

2 KEY SECTORS
Contact Centre &

Business Support

About us

Chandler Macleod New Zealand are recruitment

specialists with a focus on the contact centre

and business support sectors. Supporting

businesses throughout customer service,

finance, call centre, reception, administration

and more allows us to unleash potential

throughout all business units. 

We offer a full end-to-end recruitment process

with sourcing, advertising, screening,

assessment, and workplace suitability checking.

We also assist candidates with finding their next

career move.  

AUCKLAND

WELLINGTON Level 5, 3-11 Hunter Street, Wellington Central, Wellington

OUR TEAM
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